We describe an efficient method to detect and track planar objects using a template of edge segments. Such segments are selected at multiple scales based on gradient magnitude; their positions and orientations are used to determine a canonical reference frame where the descriptor is computed based on quantized orientation. The resulting descriptors are efficiently matched using logical operations, and tracked between frames. The method yields pose estimates that are robust to scale changes, foreshortening, partial occlusions, and is suitable for use in augmented reality and human-computer interaction.
Introduction
Object detection and pose estimation are important steps in registering the appearance of virtual objects in real imagery, a cornerstone of Augmented Reality (AR) applications. While "corners" (regions of the image with sufficient gradient energy along two independent directions) are commonly used in feature tracking approaches [19, 20, 9] , there are objects and scenes with few if any distinct corners. Examples include the palm of a hand, uniformly colored objects such as walls and desk tops, line drawings. For such objects, occluding boundaries are often the most salient and photometrically stable features. For these regions, the spatial configuration of one-dimensional structures (edge segments) provides discriminative statistics that can be used for tracking, wide-baseline matching, and pose estimation.
Most recent AR schemes exploit and improve cornerbased natural feature tracking [19, 20, 9] . In [19] , Taylor et al. detect FAST corner features [17] from multiple synthesized viewpoints and bin the normalized intensity of the resulting (warped) images to construct a descriptor. They introduce an efficient method of comparing the binarized histograms using SIMD instructions to achieve high frame-rate and detect multiple objects in real-time. While SIFT [15] descriptors are widely used in wide-baseline matching and object detection, their computational cost hinders efficient operation on mobile devices with limited computing power, although Wagner et al. [20] have optimized SIFT descriptors for real-time detection and tracking. They also use [17] for detecting keypoints ("corners"). Establishing correspondence among keypoints can be done by matching their corresponding descriptors, or using randomized trees as Lepetit and Fua in [13] . In particular, learning randomized classifier trees enables to efficiently test a descriptor associated to a keypoint against a database obtained during a training phase. A different approach was followed by Lee and Höllerer [11] , who identified distinctive features [15] in a slow-running thread, and simultaneously tracked them using standard tools [16] in a fast-running thread to enable real-time tracking and pose estimation. In [9] , Klein and Murray also exploit a multi-threaded approach to perform incremental bundle adjustment on keyframes to create a three-dimensional (3D) map of the environment, while on another thread they detect and match low-cost point features to estimate the camera pose in real-time. In addition to the point cloud, they later use edge segments to improve the agility of tracking under motion blur [10] .
Not all existing schemes are based on features computed around "corners" (keypoints). For instance, Hinterstoisser et al. [8, 7] use more complex templates to detect objects. In [8] , they design a dominant orientation template to capture textureless objects. They compare orientations on regions with high gradient magnitude using SIMD operations to compute the matching score, similar to [19] . Previously, they also used mean patches of intensities over warped images [7] . Dalal et al. [4] introduced Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) for human detection, and their HOG descriptors are used in general object detection tasks as well. Recently, Hagbi et al. [6] introduced a shape descriptor for pose estimation for mobile augmented reality. They allow natural shapes to be a reference object, including handdrawn shapes.
In this paper, we introduce a template based on edge segments ("edge elements", or "edgels") that describes the local configuration of edge ensembles. Efficiently matching the resulting descriptors allows object detection and pose estimation under viewpoint changes and partial occlusions. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe the method for extracting templates and matching them for pose estimation. In Section 3 we show experimental results that illustrate the characteristics of edgel templates, their computational efficiency, and highlight some of the failure modes of our approach. We conclude in Section 4 with discussion on future work.
Methodology
We now describe methods for detecting features based on edge segments (Section 2.1) and for calculating their corresponding descriptors (Section 2.2). Then, we describe an efficient matching scheme for the resulting descriptors for object detection and pose estimation (Section 2.3), as well as tracking edgels (Section 2.4).
Edgel Selection
If we think of an image as a piecewise continuous function from a portion of the real plane (the CCD surface) to the positive reals (gray-scale), (x, y) → I(x, y), then "edges" are co-dimension one discontinuities; that is, the locus of (piecewise smooth, one-dimensional) curves on the image domain where the function I(x, y) is continuous along one direction (the tangent to the curve) and discontinuous otherwise. A digital image is constant within the domain of a pixel and discontinuous along the pixel boundary, so digital images ostensibly contain no edges, other than the collection of all pixel boundaries. Edge detection is a binary classification task predicated on the assumption that the image is a piecewise constant approximation of a piecewise smooth function. Every edge detection algorithm implicitly defines a notion of "discrete continuity" and performs hypothesis testing to partition the pixel array into "edge pixels" and ordinary pixels. Because the notion of discrete continuity critically depends on the scale of the domain partition, whether a pixel is an edge depends on at least one scalar parameter [14] , which we will call σ > 0. In a digital image, the same pixel can be an edge at some scale σ, then an ordinary pixel at a larger scale, then again an edge at a yet larger scale, and so on. Therefore, edge detection only provides a scale-dependent hypothesis on the presence of an edge (discontinuity) in the scene, and must therefore be performed at all scales. Only after matching in multiple scales of the same scene will one be able to validate the hypothesis that an edge was present in the scene [18] .
Accordingly, given a grayscale image I(x, y), we build an image pyramid by blurring and downsampling as customary [2] . We use scale factors of 2 σ at even levels and 1.5 × 2 (σ−1) at odd levels, where σ = 0 corresponds to the native scale, that is the finest, in the image pyramid. Thus, the scale factors for the pyramid are {1, 1. each scale-dependent sampling of the image I(x, y; σ), at each scale level σ, we compute the first-order approximation of the image gradient ∇I(x, y; σ) using a 5 × 5 Gaussian kernel, and Sobel operators along the x and y directions. We first select the pixels whose gradient magnitudes are local maxima, and larger than a threshold θ 1 . These operations correspond to the early steps of [3] . Then we sort the selected pixels in descending order by their gradient magnitudes, and select those that are separated by previous selections by more than a threshold distance within the same scale level.
The edge detection procedure provides a (scaledependent) measure of edge orientation, or its normal direction r. Therefore, we represent an edge element, or "edgel", as (x, y, r, σ) with its (x, y) position, gradient orientation r, and scale σ. In Figure 1 , representative examples of selected edgels are shown.
Edgel Templates
Edgel detection provides a similarity reference frame, consisting of an origin (x, y), a direction r, and a unit σ. By assigning each of them to the same "canonical" reference, for instance via (x, y) → (0, 0), r → e 1 . = [1, 0] , and σ → 1, we obtain a description of the image that is, by construction, invariant to similarity transformations locally in a neighborhood of size σ around the point (x, y). In the canonical reference frame, we can then construct a "canonized descriptor," that is a function of the image in the canonical frame [18] . This function can be constructed so as to be insensitive to other nuisance variability, for instance contrast transformations, and matched in a way that is insensitive to other nuisances, for instance partial occlusions.
To calculate the canonized descriptor, we sample gradient orientations ∇I(x, y; σ)/ ∇I in the canonical frame, that is organized into a "support region" consisting of K = M × M subregions, where each subregion is comprised of N R × N R pixels. Thus, a support region of an edgel (x, y, r, σ) covers M N R × M N R pixels centered at (x, y) and rotated so that r corresponds to the abscissa of the local reference frame. In Figure 2 , a canonized support region of an edgel is illustrated.
For each subregion, we select an edgel whose gradient magnitude is the largest within the subregion and is larger than a threshold θ 2 ; we then take the orientation of the selected edgel for the subregion. This is done similarly to the edgel selection in Section 2.1, but in each subregion with a different threshold. Here we choose a threshold θ 2 to be smaller than θ 1 in order to make the edgel template descriptor rich enough to describe the support region of the edgel. In our implementation, we chose θ 1 = 50, and θ 2 = 10.
We quantize the orientations in the edgel templates using B bins to uniformly divide r ∈ [0, . . . , π), and represent the subregion as a vector R(r) ∈ {0, 1} B whose i-th element R i (r) is defined as below:
(1) An edgel template φ is finally constructed by stacking R(r) vectors of K subregions as a matrix φ ∈ {0, 1} B×K . Note that some subregions may not have edgels with magnitudes larger than θ 2 , in which case their R(r) vectors are zeros. In Figure 2 , the construction of an edgel template is illustrated. To measure the discriminative properties of an edgel template, we can use the number of 1's in φ that indicates the number of subregions that have distinct edgels.
Matching Edgel Templates
The matching score of two edgel templates is computed as below:
where φ 1 , φ 2 ∈ {0, 1} B×K are edgel templates, and the norm is the sum of entry-wise product of the two matrices. Hence, F (φ 1 , φ 2 ) is the ratio of the number of subregions in the support region that have the same quantized edgel orientations between the two templates.
1 This computation can be efficiently implemented using bit-wise logical operations and bit-counting, similar to [19, 8] .
We perform object detection and pose estimation using a coarse-to-fine matching scheme. An object is represented 1 Instead of K, we can use the number of edgels in the support region for normalization, which gives more weight to edgels for the matching score. as a set of edgel templates at multiple scales; given at least one image of the object, we select edgels and compute their edgel template descriptors, φ ref . For a test image, edgels are selected in the same way, and their edgel template descriptors φ test are compared to the reference object's edgel templates from scale level σ max to σ min . Among all putative matches with matching score larger than a threshold,
we choose the matches with highest matching scores. Geometric constraints are then applied to remove outliers. In our implementation, we assume that the object being tracked is planar, and therefore we validate putative matches using a planar homography. The validation can be performed in a number of ways, for instance using standard RANSAC [5] or its many variants.
Tracking Edgels
Once an edgel template is constructed and matched to one or more reference edgel templates, tracking provides a mechanism to maintain identity throughout a sequence of successive frames. Therefore, tracked edgels can be added to the pool of putative correspondences for detecting a reference object, as in the previous section, without comparing their corresponding descriptors. However, tracking an edgel is not a trivial task. Because of the well-known aperture problem, simply using [16] for tracking an edge is problematic. Enlarging the window size, to include additional structure and therefore mitigate the aperture problem, significantly increases computation time, and therefore is incompatible with real-time operation on mobile platforms. Instead, we exploit the structural relationships between sets of edgels across multiple scales for tracking [12] . Beginning from the coarsest scale level, the region covering the edgel template descriptor is tracked, and its tracking result is propagated down to finer scale levels by determining the structural parent-hood of edgels in different scales. In this way, edgels are tracked in a multi-scale fashion using structural consistency as done in [12] . Figure 3 shows example snapshots of edge tracking. Tracking enables propagating pose estimates across small baselines without performing template matching at every frame.
Experiments
We have implemented the method described in previous sections to perform real-time object detection and tracking with pose estimation. For image sequences taken from a webcam at 640 × 480 resolution, the first frame is used as a reference object and the subsequent ones are used as test data for detection, tracking and pose estimation relative to the reference template. The homography is computed to overlay the reference object in each test image, and the camera pose (rotation and translation) is computed for rendering 3D virtual objects for augmented reality. The experiments are performed on a laptop with a 2.53GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU.
Given an image, we build a grayscale image pyramid with scale factors described in Section 2.1, and select edgels with gradient magnitudes larger than θ 1 = 50. From σ max = 5 to σ min = 2 scale levels, up to 1000 edgels are selected per frame, which are shown in Figure 1 . For each selected edgel, we compute an edgel template with M = 7 and N R = 3, thus K = 7 × 7 = 49 subregions, resulting in a 21×21 pixels support region of an edgel. We quantize orientations using B = 8 bins, so we have an edgel template φ ∈ {0, 1} 8×49 . We use θ 2 = 10 to select edgels in the The fraction of inliers among putative matches increases as the match score threshold increases up to 0.55. However, for thresholds higher than 0.6, the inlier ratio decreases. support region of the template descriptor. Edgel templates are compared using 128-bit logical operations in SSE2 instructions and bit-count operations. Figure 4 shows the match ratio between a reference object and a test image, by changing the matching score threshold θ F . As the threshold increases, the match ratio drops until no matching edgel templates are found after θ F = 0.9. In a similar way, changing θ F , Figure 5 shows the inlier ratio (#.inliers/#.matches), by estimating an homography using RANSAC. The inlier ratio increases until θ F ≤ 0.55, and then decreases after θ F ≥ 0.6. This is due to the number of matched edgel templates being too small for large θ F . From this result, we choose θ F = 0.55 in further experiments, in order to have a sufficient number of matches and inliers for pose estimation. Experimental results of object detection and tracking with pose estimation Table 1 : The robustness of edgel template matching is compared to other features: we compared their average number of inlier matches, inlier match ratios to the reference, number of missed frames, differences of estimated rotation and translation against SIFT results.
are shown in Figure 6 and in the supplemental video.
We compared edgel template descriptors against other features, including SIFT [15] and SURF [1] on test image sequences shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . SIFT and SURF keypoints are extracted for every frames and the descriptors are matched against the reference frames of each sequence. Then outliers are rejected using RANSAC while estimating a homography. Edgel templates are selected in Table 2 : Runtime computation time.
two approaches: 1) we select edgels from local maxima of gradient magnitudes, "Edgel (LocalMax)", as described in Section 2.1, and 2) we detect FAST [17] corners to select edgels around corner features, "Edgel (FAST)". In addition, we tested tracking edgels as described in Section 2.4. Figure 6 shows image sequences where camera motion introduces viewpoint changes in translation, rotation and scale, and partial occlusions. The number of inlier matches are shown for each sequences, and it is noticeable that edgel templates produce as large a number of inliers as SIFT or SURF. As a more challenging case, Figure 7 shows comparisons of the methods under severe motion blur and significant occlusions. Note that rotation and translation parameters estimated from edgel templates are close to those of SIFT, while SURF yields fewer inliers and produces noisier estimates of rotation and translation, as shown in Figure 7(b-g) . Table 1 shows the comparisons of edgel templates against SIFT and SURF, with different choices of methods for edgel selection and edgel tracking. Because ground truth was unavailable, we considered a frame was missed if the number of inliers was less than 10, and we compared the differences of estimated rotation and translation to the results of SIFT. It is noticeable that selecting edgels from FAST corners misses the target frames more often than other methods, because typical motion blurred frames have less distinct corner features. Selecting edgels from local maxima yields better robustness than SURF, and produces a larger number of inlier matches. Considering the inlier match ratio to the reference features, (#.inliers/#.ref erence f eatures), edgel features have more repeatable matches than others. In addition, tracking edgels helps with robustness in detecting target frames. Table 2 shows the computation time for the tasks involved in the edgel selection and matching template descriptors. As pre-processing steps, building grayscale image pyramids and computing image gradients are done in less than 4ms per frame. Extracting edgel templates includes selecting edgels and calculating their edgel template descriptors is done on average in 15ms per frame. Matching the templates and estimating homography with RANSAC takes 10 ∼ 15ms per frame. Optionally, tracking edgels takes around 40ms. In total, object detection and pose estimation using edgel templates runs at around 15 ∼ 30fps. Optimizations on implementation and selecting better quality edgels can improve the runtime performance for realtime applications.
During these experiments, the edgel templates of the reference object are selected without synthesizing the reference image in perspective viewpoints, unlike [19] . How-ever, the results show that moderate to significant viewpoint changes are handled well, without time-consuming viewpoint synthesis steps for learning a reference object. More significant scale changes and perspective distortions can be covered when we utilize such learning procedures with edgel templates. Some failure cases are shown in Figure 7 : in frame 127, the target is missed because of severe motion blur; and frame 180 shows jittery estimation of rotation and translation due to significant occlusion. While some edgels are detected and matched, more adaptive target detection and tracking methods can increase the robustness under such failure cases. Figure 8 shows examples of rendering 3D virtual objects on top of the planar target. For augmented reality applications, robust target detection under viewpoint changes and occlusions is useful for enabling natural user interactions with target objects. Using the proposed edgel templates, hand drawn targets can also be used as a marker for such interaction in augmented reality.
Conclusion
We described a method to select edgels and to calculate orientation-based edgel template descriptors. We also demonstrated matching edgel templates for object detection and tracking with pose estimation under several nuisances including translation, rotation, scale changes, and occlusions. We reported experimental results on the robustness of edgel template matching compared to other features, and showed the computational efficiency of our proposed approach.
